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Dear steam friends 

You have been interested in being occasionally informed about DLM news on our homepage and
therefore receive our second info. Further information is published one to three times a year in
loose succession.

1. Successful maiden Voyage of the Steamship SPIEZ

Figure 1: Invitation for the maiden voyage of the screw steamer SPIEZ

After  a  comprehensive  overhaul,  the  screw  steamer  SPIEZ,  equipped  with  a  new,  remote-
controlled steam engine, carried passengers for the first time on 8 April 2022. Thanks to modern
technology, the steamship can and is permitted to sail like a motor ship with a crew of two. It is
approved for a maximum of 100 passengers and is well  suited for weddings,  birthdays, class
reunions and other celebrations. It is therefore primarily used in charter operation. According to
BLS, public  trips are planned in late autumn after  the end of the season of  the large paddle
steamer BLÜMLISALP.

On the maiden voyage, the invited guests praised the quiet, vibration-free ride, which gives a
pleasant experience. The main reason for the smooth running is the special design of the new
steam engine. The V-shaped steam cylinders arranged below 90° enable almost perfect mass
balancing. This design, which is rather rare for steamships, was chosen because the disability
equality act and other new regulations did not allow a so-called deck breakthrough. The original,
vertical steam engine built much higher and protruded into the main deck. The same was true for
the old steam engines that were initially considered. Old steam engines or replicas would also
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have  required  an  additional,  permanently  present  engineer,  which  would  have  increased  the
operating costs.

Because it still takes a while until the public trips, it is worth noting some short films and literature: 

1. Video clips (2 to 7 Minuten): 

 First test cruise with remote-controlled steam engine: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MZVIFrvIP4

 First test cruise with manually-controlled steam engine:   
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naiYoGK6esU

 First test run of the steam engine on the test bed:              
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EmvZid8Hm0

2. Literature (German only):

 Inäbnit, Florian: Dampfschiff „SPIEZ“ Vom Dampf- zum Motorschiff und wieder zum 
Dampfschiff, Bordbuch, Prellbock Druck & Verlag 2021, ISBN 978-3-907579-64-0 

 Horlacher, Robert: Das „Spiezerli“ wird wieder ein Dampfschiff, Dampferzeitung Nr. 205 / Juni 
2021, S. 40 bis 43

 Jürg Meister, Erich Liechti: Die Geschichte der Schifffahrt auf dem Thuner- und Brienzersee, 
Weber Verlag AG, ISBN 978-3-03818-340-2

 Heinz Amstad, Schiffsagentur: DS Spiez: Letzte Dampfschwalbe nimmt auf dem Thunersee 
wieder Fahrt auf. https://schiffs-agentur.ch/dock/ds-spiez-letzte-dampfschwalbe-der-schweiz-
nimmt-auf-dem-thunersee-wieder-fahrt-auf/

 Till Hirsekorn: «Spiezerli» dampft auf dem Thunersee, dank Maschine aus Winterthur 
Landbote vom 28. April 2022

After the DS GREIF on Lake Greifen and the DS MONTREUX on Lake Geneva, the steamship
SPIEZ is the third Swiss ship to be "re-steamed", i.e., mutated from a steamship to a motor ship
and back to a steamship. The DS SPIEZ is the 17th active steamship operating in Switzerland.
Because steam can in principle be generated with any form of energy, i.e., also CO2-neutral, the
number of steamships could well continue to rise.

2. Project work for a new Paddle Steamer on the Upper Rhine 

We continue to work on the project of a new paddle steamer for the Upper Rhine. In this context,
please also note our earlier report regarding CO2-neutral ship propulsion:
CO2-neutral ship operation - DLM - MODERN STEAM (dlm-ag.ch)

3. Steam Trip with our 52 8055 on Sunday, 15 Mai 2022

Our 52 8055 will  be in operation on Sunday, 15 May 2022 on behalf of the Museum Railway
Etzwilen – Singen from Stein am Rhein via Etzwilen to Rielasingen. Information on travel times
and ticket prices can be found on the next page or under the following link:
 AKTUELLE FAHRTEN - DLM - MODERN STEAM (dlm-ag.ch)

Please note that train tickets can only be purchased on the train and at Ramsen station. For 
journeys in the driver's cab of the 52 8055 a surcharge of 100.- CHF per person is necessary. 
Please make a reservation under info@dlm-ag.ch or inquire directly with the locomotive staff 
whether there are still cab rides available.
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